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Committee

Follow Us On 
FaceBook

No Need to be a 
Facebook User

Click the button

Nelson Section

Club News can now be 
found on the website. There 
are news items and trip 
reports from all over the 
country. Click the button 
below to go there now!

CLUB NEWS 

Sect ion Gear  Hire

The Nelson section gear (ice axes, 
avo gear, locater beacon etc) is 
available to all section members. 
Contact Liam Sullivan 
liam_sullivan@yahoo.com

More 
Info

Club Donations

We have a link online where 
members can donate online, but 
it is in the shop and so not easy to 
find. The funds are all still the 
same: Members can also use our 
bank account 03 0502 0607822 
00, or send in a cheque (NZ only 
though).

https://alpineclub.org.nz/product/the-darran-mountains-in-winter-a-climbers-guide
https://alpineclub.org.nz/product/the-darran-mountains-in-winter-a-climbers-guide
https://alpineclub.org.nz/product/the-darran-mountains-in-winter-a-climbers-guide
https://alpineclub.org.nz/product/the-darran-mountains-in-winter-a-climbers-guide
http://www.facebook.com/NZACNelsonMarlboroughSection
http://alpineclub.org.nz/news/
https://alpineclub.org.nz/product-category/donations/


 

 

Chairman?s Spot   
Hello all and welcome to October?s newsletter. It seemed appropriate to pen this while looking down 
on the snowy mountains that seem to capture so much of our attention during winter and oddly 
enough in summer too. In the distance of the photo below you can see Tapi, Alarm and Mitre across 
towards the east. It was only a few weeks ago that I was scrambling to the top of Mitre with Jerome 
and Liam in perfect conditions on a club trip. You can read more on that in Liam?s write up further on. 

  

  

Speaking of Jerome, you?ll note that he?s not writing this Chairmans Report, and in fact I get the 
honour of doing it for the next wee while after having been voted into the position following Jerome?s 
recent retirement at our AGM in August. Jerome hasn?t managed to escape completely from his 
club/committee involvement, and while having served as Chairman on the committee for around 8 
years or so, he wanted to stay on the committee and keep representing the Marlborough climbing 
community of the section, which is fantastic and typical of Jerome?s nature and passion for the club 
and mountains. We paid tribute to Jerome?s contribution at the AGM, but again I just wanted honour 
him on behalf of the committee, its members and HO, for his time, patience, wisdom and knowledge 
that he contributed from the helm over all the years. 



  

Sticking with committee changes, we also fare welled Ben from the committee, who also made the 
call to stand down after again, many years of commitment and dedication to the section and club. As 
above, I just want to take a moment to honour Ben for all he has done for the club and many of us 
individually. When planning a trip, Ben is often one of the first people that I?ll call to discuss the route 
and approaches, because it?s more than likely he?s been there and done it! I felt it more appropriate 
for Jerome to write a few words on Ben, as the two have adventured together many times, which you 
can read on about further down. 

  

We held the sections AGM in August and as per our new format, we raced through the formalities and 
the got the ?all in favours? done quick smart, to make way for an absolute fountain of knowledge, 
who also just happens to be a local and section member, Matt Wilkinson. Matt spent the evening 
presenting and discussing the theoretical side to his avalanche awareness course, which he hosts 
several times a season. Matt?s knowledge is very thorough, but I guess that?s a give in when you write 
the local avalanche advisory forecast for MSC?s avalanche.net website. The committee is going to 
work with Matt during the off season, to see what can be offered to members on a more regular basis, 
so you can hit the season armed with avalanche awareness and practical skills. Thanks Matt ? it was a 
great evening! 

  

As mentioned above, there was a club trip to Mitre Peak a few weeks back, and Liz had a very 
non-eventful ladies? trip? . literally non-eventful. There are write ups of both trips/non-trips (this will 
make sense shortly) but I just wanted to give the trip leaders a quick shout out as while it may seem 
straight forward from the outside, there is a bit of effort that goes into organising the trips behind the 
scenes, and while they don?t always happen as planned or happen at all, it?s certainly not through 
lack of trying, so thanks to everyone who organise, plan and leads any trips for the club. 

  

We also had the Basic Snow Craft Course (BSCC) held in St Arnaud and Rainbow Ski field during 
August. Interest in the course this year was overwhelming and as a result, our usual format of 
catering for 7 students wasn?t quite going to satisfy the numbers. With over 20 people interested in 
the course, we consulted as a committee about catering for more than the usual, and eventually 
ended up hosting 14 students over the weekend. Again, a challenging weekend to organise, with tech 
gear, accommodation and instructor availability, but equally satisfying as myself and the other 3 
volunteer instructors witnessed a range of students, with varying skills, experience and confidence, 
learn new skills, refresh some old skills and ultimately push their perceived capabilities to new 
heights (pun intended)! For the second year running, the weather provided a blue bird day on the 
Saturday for the skills session, and the Sunday providing good insight (with the benefit of being 
within a controlled environment of the ski field) of just how quickly the weather can change in the 
mountains and how this can impact on your intentions, clothing selection and trip progress. A 

http://avalanche.net


challenging summit trip to Mt McCrae via a steep wee pitch tested the nerves of the group on the 
Sunday, rounded off with a group debrief and a coffee in hand back at the lodge. All in all, another 
great year with a great team and a group of budding and enthusiastic mountaineers. 

  

  

  

Well that?s probably enough from me for this edition. Enjoy the spring conditions and if you?re quick, 
you can probably squeeze in another one or two trips before the season is done up here in the top of 
the south. 

  Brandon.

Retiring Committee Member - Ben Winnubst 
 Tinged with a bit of sadness we bid farewell to Ben who has decided to step down from the 
committee. Ben has been serving this section for longer than most of us can remember. At various 
times holding or acting in most committee roles, including attending CCM meetings at national level.
 

Ben has been and still is, very prolific with his climbing both at a personal and club level. In my 
opinion Ben?s greatest contribution to our club has been his great experience and passion for the 
hills. He has always enjoyed sharing this with fellow members whether it be instructing, trip 
leadership, or advising/proposing excellent adventures in the mountains further south. His 
contributions rightly being recognised in 2010 when he was nominated and duly awarded a life 
membership to NZAC. 

I need to also mention the Kahurangi/Kaikoura guidebook diligently edited by Ben. I wouldn?t be 
exaggerating when I say most if not all of the route descriptions have been personally climbed by Ben 



not to mention post first edition finding some new and improved routes which will no doubt show up 
in the new edition which is due out soon. Ben?s guidebook is a wonderful reference to the climbing 
potential in our area. Showing that our own back country really is a fantastic training ground for 
those who aspire to bigger things further south and overseas. I myself am certainly looking forward to 
the new addition as my current copy is getting a bit dog eared and coffee stained.

At 72 Ben is still out in the hills doing it and an inspiration to us all. I hope to still be enjoying his 
company and picking his brains regarding trip planning for some time yet. I thank you Ben for your 
encouragement not to mention companionship on some great trips over the years. 

 Cheers and all the best to you. 

Jerome 



UPCOMING TRIPS

 

  
TRIP REPORTS

Mitre Peak SE Gullies 

21-23 September ? Mit re Peak, Inland Kaikoura Range 

This trip was partly of an exploratory nature; to see if there were any high alpine ice routes on Mitre 
Peak. The potential area for this were up the couloirs on the SE side of the mountain.
 
 As we started our trip up the Hodder we were confronted almost immediately by the first hurdle; a 
monstrous Hereford Bull positioned across the length of an open farm gate. Luckily, we were 
prepared and had brought snowshoes, so with some tentative shooing it finally let us pass. The other 
main obstacles in getting to the Hodder Huts were rockfall from the numerous goats encountered, 
some part way up the sheer cliffs above the river.
 
 We left the hut the next morning and followed the Hodder River towards Muzzle Saddle making good 
progress in firm snow conditions. Near the saddle we turned up a prominent SE couloir & followed 
this to near its head. From this point we tried a few different paths on relatively steep mixed 
conditions, finally finding a route out of the couloir to the right, where we were able to gain the SE 
ridge. We followed this north, where we could carefully sidle snow slopes & gain the saddle at the top 
of the NE Couloir.
 From this point, we left our packs & with two tools, dropped down the other side, sidled steep snow 
slopes in excellent conditions & up a final, narrow gully, nicely snow filled, with a final rock scramble 
to the rather small summit, reaching this just before 11am.
 There was not a breath of wind on top as we soaked up the glorious views on a blue bird day. We 
later retreated back to the saddle and made our descent down the massive NE couloir, which in good 
conditions can be seen from as far as Wellington!  

  

It was back down the Hodder next day under gathering cloud & a cold breeze. We had timed the 
weather nicely & although we did not discover any high alpine ice, we did experience an interesting 
route on excellent snow.

Brandon
Typewritten text
The season for club trips is now over, however that shouldn't stop you getting out and about this summer! See you next year for some adventures.



It was back down the Hodder next day under gathering cloud & a cold breeze. We had timed the 
weather nicely & although we did not discover any high alpine ice, we did experience an interesting 
route on excellent snow.

It was back down the Hodder next day under gathering cloud & a cold breeze. We had timed the 
weather nicely & although we did not discover any high alpine ice, we did experience an interesting 
route on excellent snow.



LADIES TRIP, NON-TRIP REPORT 

Ladies t rip Kakapo Peak September 14th/15th. 

  

This was a popular trip, with 13 ladies originally signing up for the Fenella hut to Kakapo Peak. 
Dulkara Martig had another handful sign up for a three to four day  

range traverse trip, which was going to stay with us in Fenella Hut on the Saturday. 

As the weekend got closer, the weather forecast deteriorated and Saturday was shaping up to be very 
wet? . everywhere.  

  

Not only that, but the road to the Cobb was closed and DOC could not promise it would be open in 
time. Plan A - gone.
 
  

Plan B was Angelus hut, possibly via Speargrass, but we anticipated new snow on Saturday and 
maybe a slow clearance, so plan B was out. 

 So, plan C. Walk to Rocks Hut in the rain from the Maitai via Coppermine saddle track, toast 
marshmallows and relax in the warm hut before walking over Dun Mountain to Dew Lakes and out 
Sunday. 

 We were all set to go when someone thought to check the hut details on the DOC site. Turned out the 
Maitai and Roding areas were closed for goat culling. That was the end of plan C. 

 Some trips are just not meant to be. 

Plan D?  2020, TBC. 

  

Liz Roberts



Manakau - Uwerau Traverse, 18 Oct

Our original group of six was whittled down to 3, Alan Wilson, Salvador  Biox, and Myself. This was no doubt a result of 
putting the start date  back by a day due to bad weather. 

Day 1 

At 10 am Saturday morning with the early rain cleared we headed up the  Hapaku river which was very dirty but proved no 
problem crossing. We  stopped for lunch at the north branch turnoff, then another hours travel  up the north branch saw us 
to the base of the face leading up to  Stace Saddle. Swapping our runners for alpine boots, the real work  began. Once on 
Stace Saddle its a decent grunt along Surveyor Spur which  is quite broken by the earthquakes, we eventually arrived a a nice  
sunny campsite at about 1600m. With some snow nearby for water (there is  no running water available at all on this trip) 
and great views of the  Kaikoura Peninsula. 

Day 2

Walking by 6.15 am (with all our gear) it took us an hour to the top of  surveyor spur, from this point its a straight forward 
sidle over to an  obvious col on Manukau?s NE ridge and then reaching the summit at  midday. Snow conditions were mostly 
excellent yeeha! A straight forward  descent down the south ridge (easily turning a gnarly looking section on  the eastern 
side) saw us arriving at 2.30 pm to our camp site for the  night. This was on a broad col above a large hanging snow basin, 
again  sunny and windless with grand views. 

Day 3

Waking up to a cool and gusty nor?wester saw us keen to get packed and moving,  walking again by 6.30am. We arrived on 
Uwerau?s summit by 9am after a  mostly interesting but enjoyable ridge scramble. Care is required  descending Uwerau 
(there is a right way and wrong way), we followed the  South ridge always angling right (towards Kowhai saddle) eventually  
finding a rib leading down to the usual descent gully at about 1600m.  Unfortunately the earthquakes have rendered the 
gully very unstable and  it is now a bit of a bowling alley but by sticking to the true right and  hopping over the toes of a series 
of ribs, we were able to safely get  below the runout zone. Descending to the main track and then the Hapaku  hut for a well 
earned lunch followed a nice pleasant (including a  section of ancient bush) walk back to the car. It was a demanding but  
extremely satisfying trip done in great style. Well done lads! 

Special ups to Alan who at 68 was an inspiration.

Leader Jerome W

(All photos: Salvador Biox)



NOTICES

Club Gear for Loan 

 The NM section has gear which we loan out to members, it is free to use, but see the T&C?s below?  

Available Gear: 

Ice Axes 

Crampons 

Helmets 

2 pairs of snow shoes 

1 pair of technical ice tools 

Several sets of avalanche gear (Transceiver, Shovel, Probe) 

PLB 

Bothy bags 

  

· The Fine Print. If you borrow the gear, then; 

· You are responsible for the gear, if you break/loose it then you replace it. 

· First in best dressed, so don?t leave it till last minute. 

· Email Liam requesting the gear (liam_sullivan@yahoo.com) try to give him a weeks? notice. 

· Return the gear in good working order and clean. 

· Normal wear and tear is expected and encouraged, if you notice something is worn/broken/bent/not 
working properly please notify Liam so we can fix it. 

· Avo Transceiver batteries are included, but you should provide your own new ones for your own 
safety as we cannot guarantee how much voltage is left in the batteries.
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